[Dynamics of the changes of electrophysical properties of Azospirillum brasilense Sp7 cells at their binding with wheat germ agglutinin].
The electrooptical properties of Azospirillum brasilense Sp7 cell suspensions have been studied at a specific interaction with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), using the dependences between the changes of optical densities of cell suspensions at the electric orientation of cells and the orienting field frequencies of 740, 1000, 1450, 2000, and 2800 kHz. It was shown that the electrooptical (EO) properties of cell suspensions changed at the interaction ofA. brasilense Sp7 cells with WGA and that the EO signal value changed irrespective of the cultivation conditions. At the same time, the dynamics of the changes of the EO properties of microbial suspensions was different for microbial cells grown under different conditions. It may be evidence of the differences in the cell surface properties of microbial cells, and of the dependence between bacterial response to lectin and growth conditions. The possibility of using the EO analysis of bacterial suspensions for the study of the high-specific binding of polypeptide molecular signals with the bacterial target cells and for assessment of the dynamics of this process has been demonstrated.